Ford fusion manual 2006

Quick Links. See also: Quick Reference Manual. Instrument Cluster. Warning and control lights.
Entertainment Systems. Climate Controls. Manual heating and air conditioning. Automatic
temperature control. Rear window defroster. Turn signal control. Bulb replacement. Driver
Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed control. Message center. Locks
and Security. Anti-theft system. Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus. Ford five hundred automobile
owner's manual pages. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring
obligation. Page 4: Introduction State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this
handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and
pleasure you will derive from driving it. To access this information, special equipment must be
directly connected to the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not
access event data recorder information without obtaining consent, Cell phone use The use of
Mobile Communications Equipment has become increasingly important in the conduct of
business and personal affairs. Page Instrument Cluster Many lights will illuminate when you
start your vehicle to make sure the bulbs work. If any light remains on after starting the vehicle,
refer to the respective system warning light for additional information. A significant decrease in
braking performance may occur. It will take you longer to stop the vehicle. Have the vehicle
checked by your authorized dealer. Page 12 Driving chapter for more information. Low fuel if
equipped : Illuminates when the fuel level in the fuel tank is at or near empty refer to Fuel gauge
in this chapter. If the warning stays on after the park brake is off, contact your authorized dealer
as soon as possible. Never remove the coolant reservoir cap while the engine is running or hot.
Press the control again to select Trip A and Trip B features. MENU: Press to toggle through the
following modes: Setting the clock: If your vehicle is equipped with an in-dash clock, refer to
Clock in the Driver Controls chapter for instructions on how to set the time. Press MENU until
compression status is displayed. AUX: This control is not operational. Press again to stop.
SEEK: Press to access the previous strong station or track. Press again to return to the playing
media. Clean only with an approved CD cleaner and wipe from the center out. Page 26 Due to
technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function
correctly when used in Ford CD players. Page Climate Controls 5. Use with recirculated air to
improve cooling performance and efficiency. Set the temperature control to full heat. Set the fan
speed to the highest setting. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards the side windows.
Refer to Rear window defroster in this section for more information. If your vehicle is equipped
with both rear defroster and heated mirrors, the same button will activate both. Page 30 EXT:
Press to display outside temperature. Press again to display cabin temperature settings. Press
once to activate high heat two indicator lights. Press again to activate low heat one indicator
light. Page Rear Window Defroster This may cause damage to the heated grid lines and will not
be covered by your warranty. Turn the headlamp switch to 3. Turn the headlamp switch to the
autolamp position. The headlamps will turn on. Page 36 Failure to activate your headlamps
under these conditions may result in a collision. The headlamps Page 37 The headlamps on
your vehicle are properly aimed at the assembly plant. If your vehicle has been in an accident
the alignment of your headlamps should be checked by your authorized dealer. Close the hood
and turn off the lamps. Replacing exterior bulbs Check the operation of all the bulbs frequently.
Page 40 Puddle lamp if equipped Glove box lamp Luggage compartment lamp All replacement
bulbs are clear in color except where noted. To replace all instrument panel lights - see your
authorized dealer. Page 41 Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass.
The oil from your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated.
Page 42 2. Remove the vertical shield from the bolster by disengaging the S-shaped clip and
rotate it up in a clockwise direction. Remove the AirTube from the air filter assembly.
Disconnect the electrical connector from the bulb socket and discard the old bulb socket.
Connect the new bulb socket to the electrical connector. Make sure headlamp switch is in the
OFF position, then open the hood. Reach over the front bolster. Install new bulb socket into the
lamp assembly by aligning the indexing fingers, then rotate clockwise to locked position.
Reinstall splash shield access panel with screw Passenger side only with ABS. Make sure the
headlamp switch is in the OFF position and open the trunk. A hard carpet shingles over a soft
carpet at lamp area. Remove the two screws from the license plate lamp assembly. Remove
bulb socket by turning counterclockwise. Carefully pull the bulb out from the socket. Install new
bulb s in reverse order. Carefully disconnect the bulb from the harness assembly via the two
snap clips. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Page Steering Wheel Adjustment Note: To stow
the visor back into the headliner, visor must be retracted before moving it back towards the
windshield. Secondary storage bin on hinges inside utility compartment 3. Utility compartment
with power point and coin holder inside Use only soft cups in the cupholder. Hard objects can
injure you in a collision. Page 52 The lighter will be released from its heating position when it is

ready to be used. Improper use of the lighter can cause damage not covered by your warranty.
Move the control in the direction you wish to tilt the mirror. Return to the center position to lock
mirrors in place. Press the ON control and release 2. Accelerate to the desired speed. This will
automatically return the vehicle to the previously set speed. Do not let children play with the
moon roof or leave children unattended in the vehicle. They may seriously hurt themselves.
This may take up to 3 circles to complete calibration. This will take up to three circles to
complete calibration. The compass is now calibrated. Page 65 The sequence of the system
check report is as follows: 1. Displayed when the park brake is engaged. Page 68 Entry System.
For more information on Integrated Key, refer to Locks and Security chapter in this manual. For
more information regarding programming replacement IKTs, refer to the SecuriLock passive
anti-theft system section later in this chapter. Page 72 7. The horn will chirp one time to confirm
the programming mode has been exited. Repeat the procedure to turn the feature on or off.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful
interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference received, including interference
that may cause undesired operation. Note: At least two IKTs are required to perform this
procedure yourself. If the procedure needs to be repeated, wait a minimum of 30 seconds before
beginning again. Before starting, ensure the ignition is in the 1 LOCK position and all vehicle
doors are closed. You must complete Steps 1â€”5 within 30 seconds Fusion fsn Owners Guide
postfmt USA fus Page 81 You must complete Steps 1â€”5 within 30 seconds or the procedure
will have to be repeated. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a
loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to
purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause
vehicle starting issues. The IKT functions as both a programmed ignition key that operates all
the locks and starts the vehicle, as well as a remote Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus
Page 84 2. Keep the ignition in the 3 RUN position for at least three seconds, but no more than
10 seconds. When unauthorized entry occurs, the system will flash the turn signal lamps and
will sound the horn. This will only shut off the horn and turn lamps when the alarm is sounding.
The alarm system will still be armed. Pressing the power door UNLOCK control within the 20
second prearmed mode will return the vehicle to a disarmed state. Page Seating And Safety
Restraints Adjust your head restraint so that it is located directly or as close as possible behind
your head. The head restraints can be moved up by pulling up on the head restraint. Push
release button to lower head restraint. Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the
lap belt snug and low across the hips. Lift handle to move seat forward or backward. Press the
switch in the direction of the arrows to move the seat forward, backward, up or down. To lower
the seatback s , pull the release handle s located inside the trunk. Fold the seatback s down.
Page 94 The front crash severity sensor enhances the ability to detect the severity of an impact.
Positioned up front, it provides valuable information early in the crash event on the severity of
the impact. This Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page 95 if equipped when the
passenger seat is empty and the safety belt is unbuckled, or when a child or a small person
occupies the front passenger seat and the safety belt is unbuckled. The tone pattern will repeat
periodically until the problem and warning light are repaired. Page 97 Never wear the shoulder
belt under the arm. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. This indicates the safety
belt is now in the automatic locking mode. The safety belt warning light illuminates minutes and
the warning chime sounds seconds. Page If the BeltMinder warnings have expired warnings for
approximately 5 minutes for one occupant driver or front passenger , the other occupant can
still activate the BeltMinder feature. Page The following are reasons most often given for not
wearing safety belts All statistics based on U. The BeltMinder feature will not activate. We
design our safety belts to enhance comfort. If you are uncomfortable Page BeltMinder feature
while driving the vehicle. Wait until the safety belt warning light turns off. Approximately 1
minute Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page slide bar-if equipped , shoulder belt
height adjusters if equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat
LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus Page
Airbags Seating and Safety Restraints hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford
Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a
collision be replaced. However, if the collision was minor and an authorized dealer finds that the
belts do not show damage and continue to operate properly, they do not need to be replaced.
Page Do not put anything on or over the airbag module. Placing objects on or over the airbag
inflation area may cause those objects to be propelled by the airbag into your face and torso
causing serious injury. If you must use a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move the
seat all the way back. Page The side airbags are fitted on the outboard side of the seatbacks of
the front seats. The side airbag could injure you as it deploys from the seat. Do not lean your
head on the door. The side air curtain could injure you as it deploys from the headliner. To

reduce the risk of injury, do not obstruct or place objects in the deployment of the inflatable
curtain. The tone pattern will repeat periodically until the problem and light are repaired.
Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap
belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Ford Motor Company
recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Page Children 12 and
under should be properly restrained in the rear seat whenever possible. Position the child
safety seat in a seat with a combination lap and shoulder belt. If the retractor is not locked,
unbuckle the belt and repeat Steps 2 through 9. Check to make sure the child seat is properly
secured before each use. Locate the correct anchor for the selected seating position. For
forward-facing child seats, the tether strap must also be attached to the proper tether anchor.
See Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Check to see if the anchors hold
the seat in place. If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a
crash greatly increases. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. Inflate all tires to the inflation pressure
recommended by Ford Motor Company. Use a tire gauge to check the tire inflation pressure,
including the spare if equipped , at least monthly and before long trips. You are strongly Page
Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is less than the
maximum inflation pressure information found on the tire. Page For your safety, tires that are
damaged or show signs of excessive wear should not be used because they are more likely to
blow out or fail. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and
performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control,
vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Page Unless otherwise specified, rotate the tires
approximately every 5, miles 8, km. Page These speed ratings may need to be adjusted for the
difference in conditions. These ratings are listed in the following chart. The tire suppliers may
have additional markings, notes or warnings such as standard load, radial tubeless, etc. Page 4.
Maximum Load Single lb. Refer to the payload description and graphic in the Vehicle loading
â€” with and without a trailer section. Page Vehicle Loading Overloading or improperly loading
your vehicle can contribute to loss of vehicle control and vehicle rollover. These guidelines are
designed to ensure that your transmission is not damaged due to insufficient lubrication. It is
recommended to tow your vehicle using a car-hauling trailer. Extended idling at high engine
speeds can produce very high temperatures in the engine and exhaust system, creating the risk
of fire or other damage. Make sure the headlamps and electrical accessories are off. Page 3.
Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the Instrument
Cluster chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. To reduce the risk of
electrical shock, do not use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems or two-pronged
cheater adapters. If your BRAKE warning lamp illuminates with the parking brake released, have
your brake system serviced immediately. Page 1 First manual transmission. If the parking brake
is fully released, but the brake warning lamp remains illuminated, the brakes may not be
working properly. See your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Page Traction Control If a
system fault is detected, the traction control active light will illuminate, the Traction Assist
button will not turn the system on or off and your vehicle should be serviced by an authorized
dealer. Always come to a complete stop before shifting into and out of R Reverse. Page This
position locks the transaxle and prevents the front wheels from turning. Wet brakes do not stop
the vehicle as quickly as dry brakes. Page Hazard Flasher Switch 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle
customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call
1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will
reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury
vehicles customers call ; Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire
damage and could start a fire. Remove the panel cover to access the fuses. To remove a fuse
use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. Page Roadside Emergencies The
fuses are coded as follows. Page 7. Page Changing Tires Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or
wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Activate the hazard flashers.
Place the gearshift lever in P Park automatic transmission or R Reverse manual transmission.
Set the parking brake. Turn off the ignition. Page Note: Passengers should not remain in the
vehicle when the vehicle is being jacked. Block both the front and rear of the wheel diagonally
opposite the flat tire. For example, if the left front tire is flat, block the right rear wheel. This is
normal only when using the temporary spare tire. Lower the wheel by turning the jack handle
counterclockwise. Page Lug Nut Torque tire rotation, changing a flat tire, wheel removal, etc.
Bolt size M12 x 1. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Page Jump Starting
Ensure that vent caps are tight and level. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect any
electrical surges. Turn all other accessories off. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run

the engine at moderately increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Page 1.
Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Note: In the illustrations, lightning
bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. After the disabled vehicle has been
started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine
computer can relearn its idle conditions. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has
not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If the vehicle is towed by other means or incorrectly,
vehicle damage may occur. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away
from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the authorized
dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle
and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the
authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page Customer
Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some states. In
the United States, a warranty dispute must be submitted to the Page You are not bound by the
decision but may choose to accept it. If the arbitrator has decided in Page United States and
Canada, provided by a network of more than 4, participating authorized dealers. If you did not
take advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you
may still be eligible. Since this Page The use of leaded fuel in your vehicle without proper
conversion may damage the effectiveness of your emission control system and may cause
engine knocking or serious engine damage. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. These quality
products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; Turn off the engine
and remove the key. Block the wheels. Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. Go to the front
of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch that is located under the front center of the hood.
Lift the hood and support it with the prop rod. Engine oil filler cap 3. Engine oil dipstick 4.
Transmission fluid dipstick if equipped 6. Battery 7. Air filter assembly 8. Power steering fluid
reservoir 9. Brake fluid reservoir 4. Transmission Fluid Dipstick 5. Battery 6. Power distribution
box 7. Engine oil dipstick 9. Engine oil filler cap Attach the new wiper to the wiper arm and
press it into place until a click is heard. Replace wiper blades at least once per year for optimum
performance. Open the hood. Protect yourself from engine heat. Locate and carefully remove
the engine oil level indicator dipstick. Refer to Adding engine oil in this chapter. Recheck the
engine oil level. Make sure the oil level is not above the normal operating range on the engine
oil level indicator dipstick. Install the indicator and ensure it is fully seated. Ford production and
aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine protection and long life. If a
replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford material and design specifications,
start-up engine noises of knock may be experienced. Page Battery Lift the battery with a battery
carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. Page Also, you can be burned if you spill
coolant on hot engine parts. Do not put engine coolant in the windshield washer fluid container.
If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant could make it difficult to see through the
windshield. Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use
of recycled engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine
Coolant since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Take your vehicle to an
authorized dealer as soon as possible. Inhaling too much fuel vapor of any kind can lead to eye
and respiratory tract irritation. In severe cases, excessive or prolonged breathing of fuel vapor
can cause serious illness and permanent injury. The fuel system may be under pressure. If the
fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops before
completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page Ask your fuel supplier about gasolines that meet
the World-wide Fuel Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this
situation may have an adverse effect on powertrain components. Fill the fuel tank completely
and record the initial odometer reading in miles or kilometers. Each time you fill the tank, record
the amount of fuel added in gallons or liters. Your fuel economy may vary depending upon the
method of operation and conditions. To obtain an accurate fluid check, drive the vehicle until it
is warmed up approximately 20 miles [30 km]. The normal operating temperature can be
reached after approximately 20 miles 30 km of driving. However, the fluid must be re-checked at
the proper fluid temperature. The use of these materials may affect transmission operation and
result in damage to internal transaxle components. Add enough fluid through the filler opening
so that the fluid level is at the bottom of the opening. Install and tighten the fill plug securely.
Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications. Refer to the Lubricant specifications in this
chapter. Release the clamps that secure the air filter housing cover. Carefully separate the two
halves of the air filter housing. Refer to scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate
intervals for changing the PCV valve. Page Refill Capacities Maintenance and Specifications
Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design specifications for your

vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may be
void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. Page Washer
Concentrate Use of synthetic or synthetic blend motor oil is not mandatory. Add the coolant
type originally equipped in your vehicle. Service refill capacity is determined by filling the
transmission to the bottom of the filler hole with the vehicle on a level surface. World
manufacturer identifier 2. Vehicle line, series, body type 4. Engine type 5. Check digit 6. Model
year 7. Assembly plant 8. The following table tells you which transmission or transaxle each
code represents. Ford Motor Company will repair or Page Index Page Page Gas cap see Fuel
cap Page Manual transmission Page Speed control Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Your fuel tank can accommodate approximately. Your vehicle is. Using
gasoline. Check your. Always use an accurate tire pressure gauge. Check the tire pressure
when tires are cold,. As you drive, the temperature in the tire. Improperly inflated tires can affect
vehicle. Refer to the. Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter in the. Owner's Guide for further
information. If the vehicle's electrical components. Additional fuses are located in. For more
information regarding. Emergencies chapter of your Owner's Guide. The fuel pump shut-off
switch stops the electric. The switch is located in the passenger's. For more information. The
spare tire and jack are located in. Press again. For complete details on how to change your. Can
be used to clear thin ice or fog from. Press to clear the rear window of thin ice and. Roadside
assistance. Press again to deactivate. The defroster will. If your. To receive roadside assistance
in the United. States, call In Canada,. Allows you to manually determine where airflow. To return
to fully automatic control,. To open the moon roof, press and release the. Keyhead Transmitter
IKT programmed to. Using the wrong type of. Autolock automatically locks all vehicle doors.
Handle the IKT. Auto-unlock automatically unlocks all the. For instructions on disabling
autolock, please. Press to recirculate cabin air. Recirculated air. The BeltMinder is a
supplemental warning. To reduce window. For further information,. The horn will chirp and the.
Both rear seats can be folded down for addi-. Pull the release handle. The horn will sound.
Recommended level is OFF turns the feature off and level 7 is the. Press again to return to the
playing media. For more information please refer to your. MENU until compression status is
displayed. In track mode, press SEEK to scroll through all. If there are less than six strong
stations,. In folder mode, press SEEK to scroll through all. Ford five hundred automobile
owner's manual pages. Press Tires, Wheels and Loading chapter in the outlets and the front and
rear seat floor ducts. Page 2 For illuminates briefly when the Sporty, comfortable, and efficient,
the Ford Fusion has it all. Print page 1 Print document 2 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Instrument
Cluster. Warning lights and chimes. Entertainment Systems. Climate Controls. Manual heating
and air conditioning. Automatic temperature control. Rear window defroster. Turn signal
control. Bulb replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed
control. Moon roof. Message center. Locks and Security. Anti-theft system. Owners Guide
postfmt. USA fus. Ford five hundred automobile owner's manual pages. Page 3 Ford Motor
Company. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page
4: Introduction State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The
more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will
derive from driving it. Failure to follow the specific warnings and instructions could result in
personal injury. To access this information, special equipment must be directly connected to
the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data
recorder information without obtaining consent, Page Instrument Cluster Many lights will
illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure the bulbs work. If any light remains on after
starting the vehicle, refer to the respective system warning light for additional information. It will
take you longer to stop the vehicle. Have the vehicle checked by your authorized dealer. Page
12 refer to Fuel gauge in this chapter. If the warning stays on after the park brake is off, contact
your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Page 15 Driver Controls chapter on how to switch
the display from Metric to English. Page Entertainment Systems Setting the clock: If your
vehicle is equipped with an in-dash clock, refer to Clock in the Driver Controls chapter for
instructions on how to set the time. Page 18 4. AUX: This control is not operational. Page 19 if
available. SEEK: Press to access the previous strong station or track. Page 20 Due to technical
incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly
when used in Ford CD players. Page 23 CD track. Page 24 Due to technical incompatibility,
certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in
Ford CD players. Page 26 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Page 28 3. Set the

temperature control to full heat. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Direct the outer
instrument panel vents towards the side windows. Page Automatic Temperature Control Rear
window defroster in this section for more information. If your vehicle is equipped with both rear
defroster and heated mirrors, the same button will activate both. Page 30 EXT: Press to display
outside temperature. Press again to display cabin temperature settings. Page 31 Rear window
defroster in this section for more information. Page 33 recirculated air. Page Rear Window
Defroster This may cause damage to the heated grid lines and will not be covered by your
warranty. Turn the headlamp switch to the autolamp position. The headlamps will turn on. Page
36 Failure to activate your headlamps under these conditions may result in a collision. Page 37
The headlamps on your vehicle are properly aimed at the assembly plant. If your vehicle has
been in an accident the alignment of your headlamps should be checked by your authorized
dealer. Page Turn Signal Control 45 minutes of headlamp operation. Replacing exterior bulbs
Check the operation of all the bulbs frequently. Page 40 Highbeam bulb lower replacement 1.
Make sure headlamp switch is in the OFF position, then open the hood. Page 41 8. From the 15
degree position rotate the bulb socket clockwise to a locked position. Page 42 3. Remove the
AirTube from the air filter assembly. Page 43 Connect the new bulb socket to the electrical
connector. Page 44 1. Reach over the front bolster. Page 45 Reinstall splash shield access panel
with screw Passenger side only with ABS. Doing so may result in permanent deformation.
Carefully pull the bulb out from the socket. Install new bulb s in reverse order. Page 48 Install
the new bulb in reverse order. Page Driver Controls The exterior lamps will turn on with the
ignition on, headlamp control in the Autolamp position and the windshield wipers are turned on
for a fixed period of time. Page 51 3. Utility compartment with power point and coin holder
inside Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus I n f o r ma t i o n P r o v i d e d b y Page 52 Do
not hold the lighter in with your hand while it is heating, this will damage the lighter element and
socket. The lighter will be released from its heating position when it is ready to be used. Return
to the center position to lock mirrors in place. Page Speed Control 1. Press the ON control and
release 2. Accelerate to the desired speed. Page 57 1. Page Moon Roof from the closed position
to ventilate the vehicle. Do not let children play with the moon roof or leave children unattended
in the vehicle. They may seriously hurt themselves. The top of the message center must be
blank. This will take up to three circles to complete calibration. The compass is now calibrated.
Page 65 5. Displayed when the park brake is engaged. Page 68 Press the remote trunk release
control on the instrument panel to the left of the steering wheel. Page Locks And Security For
more information regarding programming replacement IKTs, refer to the SecuriLock passive
anti-theft system section later in this chapter. Page 70 IKT on the outer edge next to the control.
Page Locks Integrated Keyhead Transmitter. If both front doors are closed, the vehicle can be
locked from any method, regardless of whether the key is in the ignition or not. Page 72 The
horn will chirp one time to confirm the programming mode has been exited. Repeat the
procedure to turn the feature on or off. Page 73 Adults are advised to familiarize themselves
with the operation and location of the release handle. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus
Page 75 If there are problems with the remote entry system, make sure to take ALL Integrated
Keyhead Transmitters with you to the authorized dealer in order to aid in troubleshooting the
problem. Page 76 LOCK position. Opening the trunk Press once to open the trunk. Page 81 You
must complete Steps 1â€”5 within 30 seconds or the procedure will have to be repeated. If the
procedure needs to be repeated, wait a minimum of 30 seconds before beginning again. Use of
these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. If the
theft indicator stays on for an extended period of time or flashes rapidly, have the system
serviced by your authorized dealer. Page 85 To program additional new unprogrammed key s ,
wait twenty seconds and then repeat this procedure from Step 1. Page 86 The turn signal lamps
will flash once when all doors, the hood and the trunk are closed indicating the vehicle is locked
and entering the 20 second countdown. Page 89 Lift handle to move seat forward or backward.
Page 91 Move the switch in the direction of the arrows to raise or lower the rear portion of the
seat cushion. Page 92 To lower the seatback s , pull the release handle s located inside the
trunk. Page 93 Make sure that the safety belts for the rear center passenger is properly routed
over the rear seatback. Page 95 The system is designed to help protect smaller drivers sitting
close to the driver airbag by providing a lower airbag output level. Page 97 Unless serviced, the
system may not function properly in the event of a collision. Page 98 3 Never use a single belt
for more than one person. Always transport children 12 years old and under in the back seat
and always properly use appropriate child restraints. Page 99 Failure to inspect and replace if
necessary the Belt and Retractor assembly after an accident could increase the risk of injury in
a collision. Page In this mode, the shoulder belt is automatically pre-locked. The belt will still
retract to remove any slack in the shoulder belt. The automatic locking mode is not available on

the driver safety belt. Page slide bar-if equipped , shoulder belt height adjusters if equipped ,
shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and
attaching Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus I n f o r ma t i o n P r o v i d e d b y Page
Seating and Safety Restraints hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor
Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision
be replaced. However, if the collision was minor and an authorized dealer finds that the belts do
not show damage and continue to operate properly, they do not need to be replaced. Page ON
Page 4 times per second for 3 seconds, followed by 3 seconds with the light off, then followed
by the safety belt warning light flashing 4 times per second for 3 seconds again. Page including
frame, bumper, front end body structure and tow hooks may affect the performance of the
airbag system, increasing the risk of injury. Do not modify the front end of the vehicle. Page
Always sit upright against your seatback, with your feet on the floor. Page The person in the
front passenger seat may appear heavier or lighter due to the conditions described in the list
above. Page Do not lean your head on the door. The side airbag could injure you as it deploys
from the side of the seatback. Page The airbag SRS is designed to activate when the vehicle
sustains lateral deceleration sufficient to cause the sensors to close an electrical circuit that
initiates airbag inflation. Page If any of these things happen, even intermittently, have the SRS
serviced at an authorized dealer immediately. Unless serviced, the system may not function
properly in the event of a collision. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the airbag
supplemental restraint system, its fuses, or the seat cover on a seat containing an airbag. See
your authorized dealer. Page Side air curtains and side airbags, in combination with safety
belts, can help reduce the risk of severe injuries in the event of a significant side impact
collision. Page Refer to the Airbag readiness section in the Instrument cluster chapter. Routine
maintenance of the airbag is not required. Page Child Restraints Always follow the instructions
and warnings that come with any infant or child restraint you might use. Page To improve the fit
of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor
Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Booster seats position a child so that
safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the
knees bend comfortably. Ford Motor Company recommends the use of a child safety seat
having a top tether strap. Page 1. Position the child safety seat in a seat with a combination lap
and shoulder belt. Page Make sure the tongue is latched securely by pulling on it. Page If the
retractor is not locked, unbuckle the belt and repeat Steps 2 through 9. Check to make sure the
child seat is properly secured before each use. Page 3. Locate the correct anchor for the
selected seating position. Page For forward-facing child seats, the tether strap must also be
attached to the proper tether anchor. See Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this
chapter. Page If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a child being injured in a
crash greatly increases. Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. Page 35 psi [37 psi 2. Page At least once a
month and before long trips, inspect each tire and check the tire pressure with a tire gauge
including spare, if equipped. Inflate all tires to the inflation pressure recommended by Ford
Motor Company. Page 7. Check the sidewalls to make sure there are no gouges, cuts or bulges.
Page Tires can be damaged during off-road use, so inspection after off-road use is also
recommended. Page Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the same size and type
such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided
by Ford. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and
performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control,
vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Page Wheel misalignment in the front or the rear can
cause uneven and rapid treadwear of your tires and should be corrected by an authorized
dealer. It is an index that relates to how much weight a tire can carry. If not, contact a local tire
dealer. The numbers in between are identification codes used for traceability. This information
is used to contact customers if a tire defect requires a recall. Page 4. Maximum Load Single lb.
Refer to the payload description and graphic in the Vehicle loading â€” with and without a trailer
section. Page Vehicle Loading Overloading or improperly loading your vehicle can contribute to
loss of vehicle control and vehicle rollover. Page GAW Gross Axle Weight â€” is the total weight
placed on each axle front and rear â€” including vehicle curb weight and all payload. Page In
metric units, the calculation would be: kg â€” 5 x 99 kg â€” 5 x Your vehicle is not equipped to
tow. No towing packages are available through an authorized dealer. Page Recreational Towing
Do not tow your All Wheel Drive vehicle with any wheels on the ground as vehicle or transaxle
damage may occur. It is recommended to tow your vehicle using a car-hauling trailer. Page
Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the Instrument
Cluster chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. Page To reduce the risk of

electrical shock, do not use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems or two-pronged
cheater adapters. Page Traction Control The system will allow your vehicle to make better use
of available traction in these conditions. See your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Page
With the gearshift lever in R Reverse , the vehicle will move backward. Always come to a
complete stop before shifting into and out of R Reverse. Page Do not rock the vehicle for more
than a minute or damage to the transmission and tires may occur, or the engine may overheat.
Make sure that your vehicle is at a complete stop before you shift into R Reverse. Failure to do
so may damage the transmission. Page Once through the water, always dry the brakes by
moving your vehicle slowly while applying light pressure on the brake pedal. Wet brakes do not
stop the vehicle as quickly as dry brakes. Page 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle customers call
1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need
to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call
1â€”â€”â€”; Page Hazard Flasher Switch 5. Wait a few seconds and return the key to 1 LOCK.
Make another check for leaks. Page Fuses And Relays Passenger compartment fuse panel The
fuse panel is located below and to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the
panel cover to access the fuses. Page Changing Tires Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel
is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Page Reverse manual transmission. Set
the parking brake. Turn off the ignition. Page For example, if the left front tire is flat, block the
right rear wheel. Page This is normal only when using the temporary spare tire. Lower the wheel
by turning the jack handle counterclockwise. Use only Ford recommended replacement
fasteners. Page Jump Starting Ensure that vent caps are tight and level. Turn the heater fan on
in both vehicles to protect any electrical surges. Turn all other accessories off. Page 5. Ensure
that the cables are clear of fan blades, belts, moving parts of both engines, or any fuel delivery
system parts. Page boosting battery. Page After the disabled vehicle has been started and the
jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn
its idle conditions. Page Wrecker Towing It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a
wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not
approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If the vehicle is towed by other means or incorrectly,
vehicle damage may occur. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away
from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the authorized
dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle
and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the
authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford
Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page Customer
Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some states.
Page You are not bound by the decision but may choose to accept it. If the arbitrator has
decided in Page United States and Canada, provided by a network of more than 4, participating
authorized dealers. If you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time
of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since this Page The use of leaded fuel in
your vehicle without proper conversion may damage the effectiveness of your emission control
system and may cause engine knocking or serious engine damage. Page Reporting Safety
Defects U. Page Note: In some instances, color or dye transfer can occur when wet clothing
comes in contact with leather upholstery. If this occurs, the leather should be cleaned
immediately to avoid permanent staining. These quality products have been specifically
engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; Set the parking brake, depress the clutch and place
the gearshift in N Neutral. Lift the hood and support it with the prop rod. Page Engine
Compartment 8. Air filter assembly 9. Power steering fluid reservoir Page 8. Engine oil dipstick
9. Engine oil filler cap Page Replace wiper blades at least once per year for optimum
performance. Page Engine Oil 4. Open the hood. Protect yourself from engine heat. Locate and
carefully remove the engine oil level indicator dipstick. Refer to Adding engine oil in this
chapter. Recheck the engine oil level. Make sure the oil level is not above the normal operating
range on the engine oil level indicator dipstick. Install the indicator and ensure it is fully seated.
Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine protection
and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used Page Battery Maintenance and Specifications that
does not meet Ford material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be
experienced. It is recommended you use the appropriate Motorcraft oil filter or another brand
meeting Ford specifications for your engine application. Page If the battery has been
disconnected or a new battery has been installed, the clock and the preset radio stations must
be reset once the battery is reconnected. Page If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant
could make it difficult to see through the windshield. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this

chapter. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Coolant or any orange-colored extended
life product with your factory filled coolant can result in degraded corrosion protection. Page
Remember that the engine is capable of completely shutting down automatically to prevent
engine damage, therefore: Fusion fsn Owners Guide postfmt USA fus I n f o r ma t i o n P r o v i
d e d b y Page Fuel Information Automotive fuels can cause serious injury or death if misused
or mishandled. Gasoline may contain benzene, which is a cancer-causing agent. Page The flow
of fuel through a fuel pump nozzle can produce static electricity, which can cause a fire if fuel is
pumped into an ungrounded fuel container. Page Turn off the engine, remove the fuel filler cap,
align the cap properly and reinstall it. The fuel system may be under pressure. If the fuel filler
cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops before completely
removing the fuel filler cap. Page Ask your fuel supplier about gasolines that meet the
World-wide Fuel Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this situation
may have an adverse effect on powertrain components. Page If other than Ford, Motorcraft or
Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for service of components
affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor
Company parts in performance and durability. Page If the indicator remains on, have your
vehicle serviced at the first available opportunity. Page Refer to the scheduled maintenance
information for the service interval schedules. The normal operating temperature can be
reached after approximately 20 miles 30 km of driving. Page However, the fluid level should be
checked if the transaxle is not working properly, i. Page Do not use supplemental transmission
fluid additives, treatments or cleaning agents. The use of these materials may affect
transmission operation and result in damage to internal transaxle components. Page Air Filter S
7. Add enough fluid through the filler opening so that the fluid level is at the bottom of the
opening. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications.
Refer to the Lubricant specifications section in this chapter. Release the clamps that secure the
air filter housing cover. Carefully separate the two halves of the air filter housing. It is one of the
items listed in scheduled maintenance information and is essential to the life and performance
of your vehicle and to its emissions system. Replace the PCV valve with one that meets For
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d material and design specifications for your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent
replacement part. The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the emissions system
if such a PCV valve is not used. Page Washer Concentrate Use of synthetic or synthetic blend
motor oil is not mandatory. Add the coolant type originally equipped in your vehicle. Service
refill capacity is determined by filling the transmission to the bottom of the filler hole with the
vehicle on a level surface. Page Engine Data 0. Page 5 Track - Front Check digit 6. Model year 7.
Assembly plant 8. These quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your
automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic
appearance of your vehicle. Page Index Page Utilizing the recommendations Page Hazard
flashers Page Radio Page Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

